Students Must Vacate, Classes Move Online

By THE CINCINNATI NEWS-STAFF

All Harvard courses will move online, starting March 23 as a result of a growing global coronavirus outbreak, University President Lawrence S. Bacow announced at a virtual meeting on Tuesday. The University will also ask students not to return from spring break and to stay off-campus after flying, Bacow and to most academic requirements remained until further notice,” Bacow wrote in an email.

“Students who need to return because of extenuating circumstances may do so with written permission from their respective deans,” Bacow added.

Harvard follows similar decisions at other Ivy League institutions to reduce in-person days and rapid changes on campus as the coronavirus outbreak grows. As the number of confirmed coronavirus cases in Massachusetts rose from two on March 10 to 92 and the state confirmed an outbreak, University President Susan H. Fauci asked students to consider learning online and receiving what can only be called an online format. Harvard faculty and staff laid the groundwork for this change well ago in anticipation of the possibility that campus would not reopen this spring.

Students are required to vacate their homes and dorms by March 15, five days away. Harvard College students were notified to vacate their houses and dorms by March 15, five days away. Harvard seniors spent the weekend preparing for their final exams and receiving the news that the final semester for many seniors would be online. Students will be required to move out of their residence halls on March 15 at 5 p.m. and begin就读者 to vacate their residence halls virtually on March 15, the first day of school for students.

Harvard seniors spent an extended period of time preparing for the upcoming transition to virtual instruction. Those who are not able to take classes online are required to move off campus and classes transition to online format. To make the transition to online learning, canceling gatherings, and wondering how life will impact online class.

Harvard seniors spent time with friends in dining halls and in outdoor spaces while preparing for closures, and wondering how life will impact online class.

Three seniors say they are making contending plans and canceling events after Harvard's Tuesday announcement that campus would not reopen this spring.
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Three seniors say they are making contingency plans and canceling events after Harvard's Tuesday announcement that campus would not reopen this spring.

On Tuesday morning, Harvard announced that the upcoming transition to virtual instruction for graduate and undergraduate classes. A student with its decision-making process for the upcoming transition to virtual instruction. The move follows both federal and state mandates to keep students out of large gatherings.
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Unions Respond to Univ. Closures
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Three of Harvard’s labor organizations, Harvard Union of Clerical and Technical Workers (HUCTW), Harvard Student Employees (HSE), and Harvard University cafeteria workers, are working to ensure its members do not lose pay should the University further shutter its operations, according to HUCTW President Carrie Bar- reau.

We want to ensure that no members experience any kind of pay loss as a result of choices Harvard is making about staying open or closing.

Carrie Barreau, HUCTW President
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Cambridge, MA - Harvard University spokesperson Michael Bain said the University is working to address a number of concerns related to the threat of coronavirus.

“We have drafted a list of steps the administration should take to immediately address one of the most important concerns of our members,” he wrote in an email read. “We are in the process of communicating these steps to our members, and reimburse their travel expenses.
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